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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a compressed sensing problem of reconstructing a sparse signal from an
undersampled set of noisy linear measurements. The regularized least squares or least absolute shrinkage
and selection operator (LASSO) formulation is used for signal estimation. The measurement matrix is
assumed to be constructed by concatenating several randomly orthogonal bases, referred to as structurally
orthogonal matrices. Such measurement matrix is highly relevant to large-scale compressive sensing
applications because it facilitates fast computation and also supports parallel processing. Using the replica
method from statistical physics, we derive the mean-squared-error (MSE) formula of reconstruction
over the structurally orthogonal matrix in the large-system regime. Extensive numerical experiments are
provided to verify the analytical result. We then use the analytical result to study the MSE behaviors of
LASSO over the structurally orthogonal matrix, with a particular focus on performance comparisons to
matrices with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian entries. We demonstrate that the
structurally orthogonal matrices are at least as well performed as their i.i.d. Gaussian counterparts, and
therefore the use of structurally orthogonal matrices is highly motivated in practical applications.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse signal reconstruction problems appear in many engineering fields. In most applications, signals
are often measured from an undersampled set of noisy linear transformations. Typically, the problem of
interest is the reconstruction of a sparse signal x0 ∈ CN from a set of M(≤ N) noisy measurements
y ∈ CM which is given by
y = Ax0 + σ0w, (1)
where A ∈ CM×N is the measurement matrix, and σ0w ∈ CM is the noise vector with σ0 representing
the noise magnitude. This problem has arisen in many areas, such as signal processing, communications
theory, information science, and statistics, and is widely known as compressive sensing [1, 2].
In the past few years, many recovery algorithms have been proposed, see [3, 4] for a recent exhaustive
list of the algorithms. One popular suboptimal and low-complexity estimator is `1-regularized least-squares
(LS), a.k.a. least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [5], which seeks x0 by
xˆ = argmin
x∈CN
{
1
λ
‖y −Ax‖22 + ‖x‖1
}
. (2)
In (2), λ > 0 is a design parameter, and the complex1 `1-norm is defined as
‖x‖1 ,
N∑
i=1
|xi| =
N∑
i=1
√
(Re{xi})2 + (Im{xi})2. (3)
The optimization problem of (2) is convex, and there are various fast and efficient solvers proposed. For
example, the proximal gradient method in [7, Section 7.1] resolves (2) by iteratively performing
xˆt+1 := η
(
xˆt − ςtAH(Axˆt − y), ςt
)
, (4)
where t is the iteration counter, ςt > 0 is the chosen step size, and
η(x, ς) , x|x| (|x| − ς)+ (5)
is a soft-thresholding function in which (a)+ = a if a > 0 and is 0 otherwise.
Evaluating AH(Axˆt − y) requires one matrix-vector multiplication by A and another by AH , plus a
1In the real-valued setting, the `1-norm is defined as ‖x‖1 ,∑n |xn|, which is different from the complex `1-norm. A simple
extension of LASSO to the complex setting is to consider the complex signal and measurements as a 2N -dimensional real-
valued signal and 2M -dimensional real-valued measurements, respectively. However, several papers (e.g., [6] and the references
therein) have shown that LASSO based on the complex `1-norm is superior to the simple real-valued extension when the real
and imaginary components of the signals tend to either zero or nonzero simultaneously. Therefore, we consider LASSO using
the the complex `1-norm definition of (2) rather than the simple real-valued extension of LASSO.
3(negligible) vector addition. The complexity for evaluating the soft-thresholding function η is negligible.
This kind of iterative thresholding algorithm requires few computations per-iteration, and therefore enables
the application of LASSO in large-scale problems.
Much of the theoretical work on (2) has focused on studying how aggressively a sparse signal can be
undersampled while still guaranteeing perfect signal recovery. The existing results include those based
on the restricted isometry property (RIP) [1, 8], polyhedral geometry [9, 10], message passing [11], and
the replica method [12–14]. Although RIP provides sufficient conditions for sparse signal reconstruction,
the results provided by RIP analysis are often conservative in practice. In contrast, using combinational
geometry, message passing, or the replica method, it is possible to compute the exact necessary and
sufficient condition for measuring the sparsity-undersampling tradeoff performance of (2) in the limit
N →∞. However, the theoretical work largely focused on the case of having a measurement matrix A
with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries. A natural question would be “how does the
choice of the measurement matrix affect the typical sparsity-undersampling tradeoff performance?”.
There are strong reasons to consider different types of measurement matrix. Although the proximal
gradient method performs efficiently in systems of medium size, the implementation of (4) will become
prohibitively complex if the signal size is very large. This is not only because performing (4) requires
matrix-vector multiplications up to the order of O(MN) but it also requires a lot of memory to store the
measurement matrix. There is strong desire to consider special forms of measurement matrix permitting
faster multiplication process and requiring less memory. One such example is the randomly generated
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrices or discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrices [15–17]. Using
DFT as the measurement matrix, fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used to perform the matrix
multiplications at complexity of O(N log2N) and the measurement matrix is not required to be stored.
The entries of a DFT matrix are however not i.i.d..
In the noiseless setup (i.e., σ = 0), it has been revealed that the measurement matrix enjoys the so-
called universality property; that is, measurement matrices with i.i.d. ensembles and rotationally invariant
(or row-orthonormal) ensembles exhibit the same recovery capability (or the phase transition) [9, 12, 18,
19]. The universality phenomenon is further extended to the measurement matrices which are constructed
by concatenating several randomly square orthonormal matrices [20].
Although the universality phenomenon of LASSO is known for a broad class of measurement matrices
in the noiseless setup, little progress has been made in the practical noisy setting. In the noisy setting,
perfect recovery is rare so we are interested in the (average) mean squared error (MSE) of reconstruction
defined by N−1〈〈‖x0 − xˆ‖22〉〉w,x0 , where 〈〈·〉〉w,x0 denotes the average with respect to w and x0. In
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Fig. 1. Examples of structurally random orthogonal matrices.
[21], an analytical expression for MSE in LASSO reconstruction was obtained when the measurement
matrix A is a row-orthonormal matrix generated uniformly at random. Nevertheless, the emphasis of
[21] was in support recovery rather than the MSE of reconstruction. It was not until very recently that
the superiority of row-orthonormal measurement matrices over their i.i.d. Gaussian counterparts for the
noisy sparse recovery problem was revealed in [22].2 This characteristics is in contrast to the noiseless
setup mentioned above. Meanwhile, the authors of [26] supported the similar argument and further argued
that one can still claim universality in the noisy setup if we restrict the measurement matrices to similar
row-orthonormal type. These arguments showed that the choice of measurement matrices does have an
impact in the MSE of reconstruction when noise is present. Despite these previous works, the study of
LASSO in the case of orthonormal measurement matrices remains incomplete, for the following reasons.
First, in many applications of interest, the measurement matrices are constructed by selecting a set of
columns and rows from a standard orthonormal matrix as depicted in Figure 1(b), which we call it “Type-
B” matrix. Let a standard orthonormal matrix be an N×N unitary matrix. Then we have M < N < N in
a Type-B matrix. Note that it is also possible to obtain row-orthonormal matrices by selecting a set of rows
2In fact, the significance of orthogonal matrices under other problems (e.g., code-division multiple-access (CDMA) and
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems) has been pointed out much earlier in [23–25].
5from orthonormal matrices rather than selecting a set of rows and columns, and in this case, we refer to
such row-orthonormal matrix as “Type-A” matrix, see Figure 1(a). One prominent application of Type-B
matrices is the sparse channel estimator in orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems
[27]. In that case, x0 represents a time-domain channel vector and A is a partial DFT matrix. Another
popular application arises in compressive sensing imaging, where randomly sampling a DFT matrix from
its row is common practice [15]. Nonetheless, additional selection in columns is often needed because
the signal size would be smaller than the size of available FFT operators3 and the signal will be modified
by zero-padding to fit the available FFT size. In that case, the measurement matrix corresponds to the
matrix formed by selecting a set of columns from row-orthonormal matrices. While Type-B measurement
matrices are widely employed in a vast number of sparse recovery problems, surprisingly, little is known
on the LASSO performance based on such measurement matrices.
Measurement matrix that is constructed by concatenating several randomly chosen orthonormal bases
is another common type, which is referred to as “Type-C” matrix. Such construction can have several
variations as shown in Figure 1(c) due to certain implementation considerations [15, 29]. For example, we
can exploit parallelism or distributed computation of (4) by using a parallel matrix-vector multiplication.
In that case, each sub-block of the measurement matrix would be taken from a partial block of scrambled
DFT matrix. In this context, the authors of [22] demonstrated that Type-A matrix and Type-C.1 matrix
(constructed by concatenating several randomly square orthonormal matrices) have the same performance.
Except for [22], however, little progress has been made on this type of measurement matrix.
In this paper, we aim to provide analytical characterization for the performance of LASSO under such
measurement matrices. In particular, we derive the MSE of LASSO in the general Type-C setup by using
the replica method from statistical physics as in [12, 14, 20–22, 30]. Our MSE result encompasses Type-A
and Type-B matrices as special cases. Then we compare their performances and behaviors with those
for random i.i.d. Gaussian matrices. We will show that all the structurally orthogonal matrices (including
Types A–C) perform at least as well as random i.i.d. Gaussian matrices over arbitrary setups.4
Specifically, we have made the following technical contributions:
• We show that Type-A matrix has the best MSE performance out of all other types of structurally
orthogonal matrices and performs significantly better than the i.i.d. Gaussian matrices.
• In contrast to Type-A matrices, the row-orthogonality in Type-B is no longer preserved if N < N .
3Though FFT is generally applicable for any size, many available FFT operators in DSP chips are of power-of-two sizes [28].
4To make a fair comparison among different setups, we have properly normalized their energy consumption.
6The MSE performance of Type-B matrices degrades with decreasing the ratio of N/N while they
still perform at least as good as their random i.i.d. Gaussian counterparts.
• We show that Type-A, Type-C.1, and Type-C.2 matrices have the same MSE performance. Specifi-
cally, horizontally concatenating multiple row-orthonormal matrices have the same MSE performance
as its single row-orthonormal counterpart. This argument extends the result of [22] to the case of
concatenating multiple row-orthonormal matrices. Further, we reveal that the measurement matrices
formed by concatenating several randomly orthonormal bases in vertical direction result in significant
degradation. For example, Type-C.4 and Type-C.5 matrices have the worst performance among Type-
C matrices although they are at least as good as their random i.i.d. Gaussian counterparts.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the problem formulation
including fundamental definitions of the structurally orthogonal matrices. In Section III, we provide
the theoretical MSE results of LASSO based on the structurally orthogonal matrices. Simulations and
discussions are presented in Section IV and the main results are summarized in Section V.
Notations—Throughout this paper, for any matrix A, [A]i,j refers to the (i, j)th entry of A, AT denotes
the transpose of A, AH denotes the conjugate transpose of A,
√
A (or A
1
2 ) denotes the principal square
root of A, tr(A) denotes the trace of A, vec(A) is the column vector with entries being the ordered
stack of columns of A. Additionally, In denotes an n-dimensional identity matrix, 0 denotes a zero
matrix of appropriate size, 1n denotes an n-dimensional all-one vector, ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Euclidean
norm, I{statement} denotes the indicator of the statement, 〈〈·〉〉X represents the expectation operator with
respect to X , log(·) is the natural logarithm, δ(·) denotes Dirac’s delta, δi,j denotes Kronecker’s delta,
Extrx{f(x)} represents the extremization of a function f(x) with respect to x, Q(ξ) , 1√2pi
∫∞
ξ e
x2/2dx is
the standard Q-function, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. We say that the complex random variable
Z is a standard Gaussian, if its density function is given by N (z) , 1pie−|z|
2
. That is, the standard complex
Gaussian is the circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance. Finally, Dz
denotes the complex-valued Gaussian integration measure; i.e., for an n× 1 vector, z, we have
Dz =
n∏
i=1
dRe{zi}dIm{zi}
pi
e−(Re{zi})
2−(Im{zi})2
where Re{·} and Im{·} extract the real and imaginary components, respectively.
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Fig. 2. An example of a structurally random matrix, where Lc = 8 and Lr = 6. Each block is obtained from an independent
standard N ×N orthonormal matrix by selecting Mq rows and Np columns at random.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider the sparse signal recovery setup in (1), where w is assumed to be the standard complex
Gaussian noise vector. In addition, let us suppose that
P0(x
0) =
N∏
n=1
P0(xn), (6)
where P0(xn) = (1− ρx)δ(xn) + ρxN (xn) for n = 1, . . . , N , and ρx ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of non-zero
entries in x0. That is, the elements of x0 are sparse and are i.i.d. generated according to P0(xn).
For generality, we consider the measurement matrix A made of different blocks as outlined in Fig. 2,
which we refer to it as Type-C matrix. The structurally random matrix was also considered by [16, 31]
in the context of compressive sensing for different purposes. In the setup, A ∈ CM×N is constructed by
vertical and horizontal concatenation of Lr × Lc blocks as
A =

A1,1 · · · A1,Lc
...
. . .
...
ALr,1 · · · ALr,Lc
 , (7)
where each Aq,p ∈ CMq×Np is drawn independently from the Haar measure of N × N random matrix
(referred to as the standard orthonormal matrix in this paper). To shape Aq,p in an Mq×Np-dimensional
matrix, we randomly select Mq rows and Np columns from the standard orthonormal matrix. We denote
8µp = Np/N and νq = Mq/N the “column selection rate” and “row selection rate”, respectively. Also, we
define µ ,
∑
p µp = N/N and ν ,
∑
q νq = M/N . To make the setup more flexible, we assume that
for the (q, p)th subblock, the standard orthonormal matrix has been multiplied by
√
Rq,p. By setting the
values of Rq,p appropriately, each block can be made either only zeros or a partial orthonormal matrix.
Corresponding to the measurement matrix made of different blocks, the N variables of x0 are divided
into Lc blocks {xp : p = 1, . . . , Lc} with Np variables in each block. Meanwhile, the M measurements
y are divided into Lr blocks {yq : q = 1, . . . , Lr} with Mq measurements in each block. Note that we
have M =
∑Lr
q=1Mq and N =
∑Lc
p=1Np. The measurement ratio of the system is given by α = M/N .
III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
To facilitate our analysis based on the tools in statistical mechanics, we use the approach introduced
in [20, 22] to reformulate the `1-regularized LS problem (2) in a probabilistic framework. Suppose that
the posterior distribution of x follows the distribution
Pβ(x|y) = 1
Zβ(y,A)
e−β(
1
λ
‖y−Ax‖22+‖x‖1), (8)
where β is a constant and
Zβ(y,A) =
∫
dx e−β(
1
λ
‖y−Ax‖22+‖x‖1) (9)
is the partition function (or normalization factor) of the above distribution function. Given the posterior
probability of (8), the Bayes way of estimating x is given by [32]
〈x〉Pβ =
∫
dx xPβ(x|y). (10)
As β →∞, the posterior mean estimator (10) condenses to the global minimum of (2), i.e., 〈x〉Pβ = xˆ.
In (10), 〈x〉Pβ (or equivalently xˆ) is estimated from y given that A is perfectly known. Clearly, xˆ
depends on y and thus is random. We are thus interested in the (average) MSE of xˆ given by
mse = N
−1〈〈‖x0 − xˆ‖22〉〉
y
= ρx − 2N−1
〈〈
Re
{
xˆHx0
}〉〉
y
+N
−1〈〈
xˆH xˆ
〉〉
y
, (11)
where 〈〈·〉〉y denotes an average over y. Specifically, we define
〈〈f(y)〉〉y ,
∫
dy
∫
dx0f(y)P (y|x0))P0(x0), (12)
9where P0(x0) is defined by (6), and
P (y|x0) = 1
(piσ20)
M
e
− 1
σ2
0
‖y−Ax0‖22 (13)
is the conditional distribution of y given x0 under (1). Our aim of this paper is to derive an analytical
result for mse.
In the analysis of mse, we consider N → ∞, while keeping µp = Np/N and νq = Mq/N fixed and
finite for p = 1, . . . , Lc and q = 1, . . . , Lr. For convenience, we refer to this large dimensional regime
simply as N →∞. Notice that the MSE depends on the measurement matrix A. However, in the large
regime N →∞, we expect (or assume) that the average MSE appears to be self-averaging. That is, the
MSE for any typical realization of A coincides with its average over A.
From (11), the posterior distribution Pβ plays a role in the MSE. In statistical mechanics, the key
for finding the MSE is through computing the partition function, which is the marginal of Pβ , or its
logarithm, known as free entropy. Following the argument of [12, 22], it can be shown that mse is a
saddle point of the free entropy. Thanks to the self-averaging property in the large dimensional regime,
we therefore compute mse by computing the average free entropy
Φ = lim
β,N→∞
1
βN
〈〈logZβ(y,A)〉〉y,A. (14)
The similar manipulation has been used in many different settings, e.g., [14, 20–22, 31]. The analysis of
(14) is unfortunately still difficult. The major difficulty in (14) lies in the expectations over y and A.
We can, nevertheless, greatly facilitate the mathematical derivation by rewriting Φ as [12, 22]
Φ = lim
β,N→∞
1
βN
lim
τ→0
∂
∂τ
log 〈〈Zτβ(y,A)〉〉y,A, (15)
in which we have moved the expectation operator inside the log-function. We first evaluate 〈〈Zτβ(y,A)〉〉y,A
for an integer-valued τ , and then generalize it for any positive real number τ . This technique is known
as the replica method, which emerged from the field of statistical physics [33, 34] and has recently been
successfully applied to information/communications theory literature [12, 14, 20–22, 24, 30, 31, 35–41].
Details of the replica calculation are provided in Appendix A. We here intend to give an intuition on
the final analytical results (i.e., Proposition 1 to be shown later). Note that the approach presented here
is slightly different from that in Appendix A. Basically, the replica analysis allows us to understand the
characteristics of the errors made by LASSO by looking at the signal reconstruction via an equivalent
10
scalar version of the linear system (1):
yp = mˆpx
0
p +
√
χˆpzp, (16)
where the subscript p indicates that the equivalent linear system characterizes the signal in block p, i.e.
xp, and there are Np parallel equivalent linear systems of (16) in block p; the parameters (mˆp, χˆp) are
arisen in the replica analysis to be given later in Proposition 1; x0p is a random signal generated according
to the distribution P0(x), zp is standard complex Gaussian; and yp is the effective measurement.
In particular, our analysis shows that the characteristics of LASSO output corresponding to the signal,
xp, can be analyzed via the LASSO output of the signal x0p through the effective measurement yp, where
mˆp and χˆp play the role of the effective measurement gain and effective noise level. Therefore, following
(2), the recovery of x0p from yp by LASSO becomes
xˆp = argmin
xp∈C
{
1
mˆp
|yp − mˆpxp|2 + |xp|
}
. (17)
Using [6, Lemma V.1], the optimal solution xˆp of (17) reads
xˆp =
(|yp| − 12)+ yp|yp|
mˆp
. (18)
Note that xˆp depends on yp and is therefore random. Then the MSE of xˆp is given by 〈〈|x0p − xˆp|2〉〉yp =
ρx − 2〈〈Re{xˆ∗px0p}〉〉yp + 〈〈|xˆp|
2〉〉yp , where 〈〈·〉〉yp denotes an average over yp with
P (yp|x0p) =
1
piχˆp
e
− 1
χˆp
|yp−mˆpx0p|2 . (19)
As there are Np parallel equivalent systems in block p, the MSE of LASSO reconstruction in group p is
given by
msep =
Np
N
〈〈 ∣∣x0p − xˆp∣∣2 〉〉
yp
=
µp
µ
〈〈 ∣∣x0p − xˆp∣∣2 〉〉
yp
=
1
µ
(
µpρx − 2µp
〈〈
Re
{
xˆ∗px0p
}〉〉
yp
+ µp
〈〈
|xˆp|2
〉〉
yp
)
=
1
µ
(µpρx − 2mp +Qp) , (20)
where the second equality is due to µp = Np/N and µ = N/N , and the last equality follows from the
fact that mp , µp〈〈Re{xˆ∗px0p}〉〉yp and Qp , µp〈〈|xˆp|
2〉〉yp . Using (18) and (19) and following the steps of
11
[21, (349)–(357)], one can get the analytical expressions of mp and Qp, and then result in an analytical
expression of msep. We summarize the results in the following proposition.
Proposition 1: Consider a Type-C matrix being the measurement matrix. Let msep denote the MSE
of LASSO reconstruction in block p = 1, . . . , Lc, and define
gc(ζ) , ζe−
1
4ζ −
√
piζQ
(
1√
2ζ
)
, (21a)
g´c(ζ) , e−
1
4ζ −
√
pi
4ζ
Q
(
1√
2ζ
)
. (21b)
Then as N →∞, the average MSE over the entire vector becomes
mse =
Lc∑
p=1
msep, (22)
where msep = (µpρx − 2mp +Qp)/µ with
mp = µpρxg´c(mˆ
2
p + χˆp), (23a)
Qp = µp
(
1− ρx
mˆ2p
gc(χˆp) +
ρx
mˆ2p
gc(mˆ
2
p + χˆp)
)
. (23b)
In (23), we have defined
mˆp ,
∑Lr
q=1 ∆q,p
χp
, (24)
where
∆q,p = νq
Rq,p
Γ?q,p
λ+
∑Lc
l=1
Rq,l
Γ?q,l
, (25)
χp = µp
(
1− ρx
mˆp
g´c(χˆp) +
ρx
mˆp
g´c(mˆ
2
p + χˆp)
)
. (26)
The parameters Γ?q,p and χˆp =
∑Lr
q=1 χˆq,p are the solutions of the coupled equations
Γ?q,p =
1−∆q,p
χp
, (27a)
χˆq,p =
Lc∑
r=1
(
mser − σ
2
0χr
λ
)
Γ′q,p,r +
msep
χ2p
− σ
2
0
λ
Γ?q,p, (27b)
where
Γ′q,p,r =
 1
νq
∆q,p∆q,rΓ
?
q,pΓ
?
q,r
(1− 2∆q,p)(1− 2∆q,r)
(
1 +
Lc∑
l=1
1
νq
∆2q,l
1− 2∆q,l
)−1
− Γ
?2
q,r
1− 2∆q,r δp,r
 . (28)
12
Proof: See Appendix A.
Note that except for {mp, Qp}, the remaining parameters in Proposition 1 are arisen from the replica
analysis and can be regarded auxiliary. The parameters {Γ?q,p, χˆq,p} have to be solved in (27) for all p, q.
Proposition 1 provides not only a new finding but also a unified formula that embraces previous
known results [21, 22]. For example, the MSE of LASSO under Type-A measurement matrix in [21] can
be obtained if we set Lc = Lr = 1 and µ1 = 1 in Propositions 1. Clearly, by setting µ1 < 1, we are
also able to further study the MSE of LASSO under Type-B measurement matrix. In the next section,
we will discuss the MSEs of LASSO under Type-A and Type-B measurement matrices and we compare
their performances and behaviors with those for random i.i.d. Gaussian matrices.
Another existing result is related to the Type-C.1 measurement matrix in [22] in which Lr = 1 and
µp = 1 for p = 1, . . . , Lc. In [22], a Type-C.1 orthogonal matrix is referred to as the T -orthogonal matrix
as the matrix is constructed by concatenating T independent standard orthonormal matrices. Also, [22]
only considered the real-valued setting, where the signal x0, the measurements y, and the measurement
matrix A are all real-valued. In this case, the `1-norm is defined as ‖x‖1 ,
∑
n |xn|, which is different
from the complex `1-norm (see footnote 1). In the real-valued setting, the analytical MSE expression of
LASSO in Proposition 1 also holds while gc and g´c in (21) should be replaced by
gr(ζ) , −2
(√
ζ
2pi
e−
1
2ζ − (1 + ζ)Q
(
1√
ζ
))
, (29a)
g´r(ζ) , 2Q
(
1√
ζ
)
. (29b)
The difference between (21) and (29) is significant, and can be understood from (17) by considering
its real-valued counterpart. In the real-valued setting of (17), x0p and yp are real-valued, and the optimal
solution becomes xˆp =
(|yp| − 12)+ /mˆp, which is quite different from its complex-valued counterpart in
(18). This difference turns out to be reflected on mp and Qp and thus on gc and g´c of (23). In particular,
the MSE of LASSO with the T -orthogonal matrix [22] can be perfectly recovered if we set Lr = 1,
and those µp = 1 and R1,p = 1 for p = 1, . . . , Lc in Proposition 1 and replace gc and g´c by gr and g´r,
respectively. Clearly, Proposition 1 provides a unified result that allows us to quantify the MSE of LASSO
under a variety of measurement matrices. We will present detailed discussions in the next section.
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IV. DISCUSSIONS
A. Type-B Orthogonal Matrix
In this subsection, we aim to study the MSE of LASSO under Type-A and Type-B measurement matri-
ces. In particular, we will compare their performances and behaviors with those for random i.i.d. Gaussian
matrices. To make comparison fair between different setups, all cases of the measurement matrices are
normalized so that 〈〈tr(AAH)〉〉A = M (referred to as the power constraint of the measurement matrix).
If the elements of A are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 1/N , then the
power constraint of the measurement matrix is satisfied. We call this matrix the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix.
On the other hand, if A is a Type-A matrix, the power constraint of the measurement matrix is naturally
satisfied, and in fact, it satisfies the more stringent condition tr(AAH) = M . Meanwhile, in the Type-B
setup, we set the gain factor R1,1 = N/N = 1/µ to satisfy this power constraint.
Since there is only one block, i.e., Lc = Lr = 1, in the Type-A and Type-B setups, we omit the block
index (q, p) from all the concerned parameters hereafter, and Proposition 1 is anticipated to be greatly
simplified. The MSE of LASSO under Type-B orthogonal measurement matrix is given as follows.
Corollary 1: With the Type-B orthogonal measurement matrix, the MSE of LASSO is given by mse =
ρx−2m+Q, where (m,Q) are same as those in (23) while the block index p is omitted. The parameters
(m,Q) are functions of (mˆ, χˆ) which can be obtained by solving the following set of equations
χ = µ
(
1− ρx
mˆ
g´c(χˆ) +
ρx
mˆ
g´c(mˆ
2 + χˆ)
)
, (30a)
χˆ = mse
(
Γ′ +
1
χ2
)
− σ
2
0
λ
(
χΓ′ + Γ?
)
, (30b)
with the following definitions
mˆ ,
λ+Rχ+
√
(λ−Rχ)2 − 4λνRχ
2λχ
, (31a)
Γ? ,
λ−Rχ−
√
(λ−Rχ)2 − 4λνRχ
2λχ
, (31b)
Γ′ , −
(
1−R−1
Γ?2
+
R−1λ2
(λΓ? +R)2
+
νR2 −R
Γ?2(λΓ? +R)2
)−1
. (31c)
Proof: The above results can be obtained by substituting the corresponding parameters of Type-B
setup, i.e., Lc = Lr = 1, into Proposition 1. In addition, using (25) and (27a), we have eliminated ∆.
Let us first consider the Type-A setup, where we have ν = α and µ = 1. If we set the gain factor
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL MSES OF LASSO UNDER DIFFERENT SELECTING RATES µ
FOR α = 0.5, λ = 0.1, σ20 = 10−2 , AND ρx = 0.15.
µ 1 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.1
Theory (dB) −19.11 −18.72 −18.37 −18.06 −17.88
Experiment (dB) −19.11 −18.72 −18.37 −18.07 −17.91
R = 1/α, then we have νR = 1. Then (31) can be further simplified in the form
mˆ =
λ+ α−1χ+
√
(λ− α−1χ)2 − 4λχ
2λχ
, (32a)
Γ? =
λ− α−1χ−
√
(λ− α−1χ)2 − 4λχ
2λχ
, (32b)
Γ′ = −
(
1− α
Γ?2
+
αλ2
(λΓ? + α−1)2
)−1
. (32c)
Recall that in the real-valued setting, gc and g´c in (21) should be replaced by gr and g´r in (29). In this
case, the above result gives exactly the same MSE result as reported in [22, Example 2]. It should be
noticed that the setting of “R = 1/α” is used above to align the setting of [22]. According to the power
constraint of the measurement matrix in this paper, we should set R = 1 rather than R = 1/α.
Before proceeding, we present numerical experiments to verify our theoretical results. In the experi-
ments, Type-A and Type-B matrices were generated from a randomly scrambled N×N DFT matrix with
N = 215. The proximal gradient method (4) was used to solve LASSO and obtain the reconstruction xˆ.
The experimental average MSE was obtained by averaging over 10, 000 independent realizations. To form
a measurement matrix, the selected column and row sets at each realization were changed randomly. The
experimental average MSEs of LASSO under different selecting rates µ are listed in Table I in which the
theoretical MSE estimates by Corollary 1 are also listed for comparison, with the parameters: α = 0.5,
λ = 0.1, σ20 = 10
−2, and ρx = 0.15. In Table II, we fixed the selecting rate µ = 0.75 and repeated
the previous experiment with different regularization parameters λ. Finally, in Table III, we fixed the
selecting rate µ = 0.75 and regularization parameter λ = 0.1 and repeated the experiment with different
noise levels σ20 . We see that for all the cases, the differences between the two estimates are inappreciable.
Therefore, Corollary 1 provides an excellent estimate of the MSE of LASSO in large systems.
Notice that unlike those works (e.g., [22]) employing CVX [42] for the LASSO problem, we used the
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TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL MSES OF LASSO UNDER DIFFERENT REGULARIZATION
PARAMETER λ FOR α = 0.5, µ = 0.75, σ20 = 10−2 , AND ρx = 0.15.
λ 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
Theory (dB) −18.72 −16.39 −13.72 −11.91 −10.70
Experiment (dB) −18.72 −16.39 −13.72 −11.91 −10.70
TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL MSES OF LASSO UNDER DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS σ20 FOR
α = 0.5, µ = 0.75, λ = 0.1, AND ρx = 0.15.
1/σ20 (dB) 0 10 20 30 40
Theory (dB) 0.013 −10.45 −21.09 −28.05 −29.04
Experiment (dB) 0.013 −10.45 −21.10 −28.06 −29.05
proximal gradient method in conjunction with the FFT operators, which allows us to deal with signal
sizes as large as 105 on a typical personal computer in about a few seconds. This indicates that orthogonal
matrices are highly relevant for large-scale compressive sensing applications and as a result the theoretical
result based on the assumption of N →∞ is useful. Even so, it would be essential to understand how far
away the result based on infinitely large system is from that for finite-sized systems. To this end, we plot
in Figure 3 the average MSEs of LASSO for different sizes of N ×N DFT (or DCT) matrices in which
the measurement ratio is either α = 0.5 or α = 0.35, and the other parameters are fixed to be µ = 0.75,
λ = 0.1, and ρx = 1/8. Markers correspond to the experimental average MSEs for N = 25, 26, . . . , 214,
averaged over 100, 000 realizations of the LASSO problem under the measurement matrices constructed
by the partial DFT and DCT matrices. Following the methodology of [20, 22], solid and dashed lines
are plotted based on the experimental MSEs fitted with a quadratic function of 1/N , which provide the
experimental estimates of the average MSEs. Extrapolation for N → ∞ provides the estimates for the
experimental MSE. Filled markers represent the predictions obtained through Corollary 1. We see that
as N → ∞, the experimental and the theoretical MSEs are identical as expected. In addition, as the
dimension of the system is above the order of 102, the theoretical MSE provides a realizable prediction
whatever N ×N standard orthonormal matrices are adopted.
Because of the high accuracy and simplicity of the analytical result, we use the theoretical expression to
study the behaviors of the MSE. In Figure 4, we compare the MSEs of LASSO for various regularization
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Fig. 3. Average MSE against the system dimension for α = 0.35 and α = 0.5. The other parameters are set as µ = 0.75,
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realizations of the LASSO problem. Solid and dashed lines are plotted based on the experimental MSEs fitted with a quadratic
function of 1/N , which provided the experimental estimates of the average MSEs. Filled markers are the predictions using
Corollary 1.
parameter λ under different types of measurement matrices. The solid line, dotted lines, and dashed line
correspond to the MSEs under Type-A setup, Type-B setup, and the i.i.d. Gaussian setup, respectively.
The theoretical MSE of LASSO under i.i.d. Gaussian matrices is given by [21, (133)] while those under
Type-A and Type-B matrices are given by Corollary 1. In fact, the Type-A setup can be obtained by
setting the column selection rate as µ = 1.00 in the Type-B setup. Therefore, the column selection rates
from bottom to top are µ = 1.00 (Type-A) and µ = 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.01 (Type-B). In this experiment,
the measurement ratio is fixed to be α = 0.5. Therefore, in order to satisfy the fixed measurement ratio,
we vary the row selection rate according to ν = α × µ for each µ. Figure 4 demonstrates that Type-A
setup has the best MSE performance compared to Type-B setups and is significantly better than the case
of random i.i.d. Gaussian matrices. In contrast to Type-A matrices, the row-orthogonality in Type-B is
no longer preserved if µ < 1. The MSE performance of Type-B matrices degrades with decreasing the
column selection rate µ while they are at least as good as their random i.i.d. Gaussian counterparts. In
addition, in Figure 4, markers show the lowest MSE with respect to the regularization parameter λ. As
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can be seen, the optimal value of λ depends on the matrix ensemble though not so sensitive.
In [26], it was argued that for noisy measurements (1), singular value distribution of the measurement
matrix plays a key role in LASSO reconstruction, and measurement matrices with similar singular value
characteristics exhibit similar MSE behavior. Together with this argument and Figure 4, we may infer
that the singular value distribution of Type-B matrix with small column selection rate will be similar to
that of the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix. To demonstrate this aspect, the following theorem is useful.
Theorem 1: In the Type-B setup, the matrix A is constructed by randomly selecting M rows and N
columns from the standard orthonormal matrix multiplied by
√
R. Denote the row and column selection
rate by ν = M/N and µ = N/N , respectively. Then the empirical distribution of the min{M,N} largest
eigenvalues of AAH converges almost surely to
fHaar(x) =
√
(x− a−)+ (a+ − x)+
2pix(R− x)(1−max{1− ν, 1− µ}) I{a−≤x≤a+} +
(ν + µ− 1)+
1−max{1− ν, 1− µ}δ(x−R), (33)
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where
a+ = R
(√
(1− µ)ν +
√
(1− ν)µ
)2
, (34a)
a− = R
(√
(1− µ)ν −
√
(1− ν)µ
)2
. (34b)
Proof: This theorem can be easily worked out from [43, Theorem 3.1] by carefully substituting the
setup of Type-B, which completes the proof.
Before discussions, let us demonstrate the empirical distribution of the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix. Recall
(from the beginning of this subsection) that a matrix A ∈ CM×N is called the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix if
the elements of A are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 1/N . The empirical
distribution of AAH converges almost surely to the well-known Marcˇenko-Pastur distribution [44]:
fGaussian(x) =
√
(x− b−)+ (b+ − x)+
2pixα
I{b−≤x≤b+} + (1− α−1)+δ(x), (35)
where b± = (1±
√
α)2 and α = M/N .
In Figure 5, we compare the eigenvalue distributions of the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix and Type-B matrices
using the similar setups in Figure 4. The continuous part indicates the asymptotic distribution while the
histogram represents the empirical eigenvalues of AAH . Recall that the measurement ratio is fixed to
α = 0.5. In addition, to satisfy the power constraint of the measurement matrix, we have set the gain
factor R = 1/µ. We see in Figure 5(b) that the eigenvalues of Type-A matrix (or Type-B matrix with
µ = 1.0) are all located at one as expected. Next, the eigenvalues are diverged from one if µ < 1. For
some values of µ, e.g., 0.5 < µ < 1 and see Figure 5(c), the peak of the probability density appears close
to the largest eigenvalue a+. For other values of µ, e.g., µ < 0.5 and see Figure 5(e), the eigenvalues
start to cluster near zero, and the probability density looks like that of the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix.
In Figure 6, we plot the asymptotic eigenvalue distributions of the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix and Type-B
matrices for small values of µ. As expected, the asymptotic eigenvalue distributions of the i.i.d. Gaussian
matrix and Type-B matrix with µ = 0.01 are almost indistinguishable. In fact, this observation can be
obtained from Theorem 1. To do so, in particular, we substitute µ, ν → 0 with ν/µ = α ∈ (0, 1] and
R = 1/µ into (33). Then the second term of (33) is removed because µ + ν < 1. In addition, we have
(R− x)(1−max{1− ν, 1−µ})→ α and a± → (1±
√
α)2. Clearly, fHaar(x) converges to fGaussian(x).
We thus bridge a way to meet the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix from a Haar measure of random matrix. Our
result further supports the argument of [26] that for the noisy setup (1), measurement matrices with
similar singular value characteristics exhibit similar MSE behavior in LASSO formulation. From Figures
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Fig. 5. Empirical eigenvalue distribution for one realization plotted against continuous part for asymptotic distribution. In (a),
the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix has dimensions 512× 1024. In (b)–(e), the original DFT matrix has dimensions 1024× 1024.
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4 and 5, one can realize that the divergence of the eigenvalues also results in performance degeneration.
B. Type-C Matrix
Next, we study the MSE of LASSO under Type-C measurement matrices. Recall that Type-C matrices
are attractive due to implementation considerations [15, 29]. For example, to recover a 0.75×4096 = 3072
sparse signals with 0.5× 4096 = 2048 measurements by using the DFT operators, we have at least four
approaches: 1) Type-B measurement matrix by selecting 3072 columns and 2048 rows from the 4096×
4096 DFT matrix; 2) Type-C.2 measurement matrix concatenated by two matrices with A1,1,A1,2 ∈
C2048×1536. The two matrices are taken from partial scrambled 2048×2048 DFT matrices with the column
selection rate µ = 0.75; 3) Type-C.3 measurement matrix concatenated by two matrices with A1,1 ∈
C2048×2048 and A1,2 ∈ C2048×1024. The two matrices are taken from randomly scrambled 2048× 2048
DFT matrices, and the additional column selection with rate µ1,2 = 0.5 is used to get A1,2; 4) Type-
C.4 measurement matrix concatenated by six randomly scrambled 1024 × 1024 DFT matrices, namely
A1,1,A1,2,A1,3,A2,1,A2,2,A2,3 ∈ C1024×1024. In contrast to the Type-B setup, the implementations of
Type-C.2, Type-C.3, and Type-C.4 setups can exploit parallelism or distributed computation, wherein the
Type-C.4 setup has the best structure for parallel computations. Therefore, a naturally arising question is
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Fig. 7. The four examples of constructing measurement matrices with (a) M = 0.5× 215 and N = 0.75× 215, and with (b)
M = 0.45× 215 and N = 0.75× 215. Each block is obtained from an independent scrambled DFT matrix. The original DFT
matrices of the four cases have dimensions N = 215, N = 214, N = 214, and N = 213, respectively.
how their MSE performances are effected among the different measurement matrices.
We also conducted extensive numerical experiments to verify the theoretical results in Proposition 1. In
the experiments, we use the example of the four cases mentioned above while enlarging the dimensions
proportionally so that M = 0.5×215 and N = 0.75×215. For clarity, we depict the four cases in Figure
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL MSES OF LASSO UNDER THE FOUR MEASUREMENT
MATRICES FOR λ = 0.1, σ20 = 10−2 , AND ρx = 0.15.
Case-1 Case-2 Case-3 Case-4
(a) M/N = 0.5/0.75
Theory (dB) −21.09 −21.09 −21.10 −20.72
Experiment (dB) −21.09 −21.09 −21.11 −20.72
(b) M/N = 0.45/0.75
Theory (dB) −20.32 −20.32 −20.36 −19.96
Experiment (dB) −20.32 −20.32 −20.36 −19.96
7(a). The experimental average MSEs of LASSO under the four measurement matrices are listed in Table
IV in which the theoretical MSE estimates by Proposition 1 are also listed for comparison. In the same
table, we repeat the previous experiment but using different measurement rate with M = 0.45× 215 and
N = 0.75× 215. The corresponding four cases are depicted in Figure 7(b). As can be seen, for all cases
in the tables, the differences between the two estimates are only evident in the last digits. Therefore, we
confirm that Proposition 1 provides an excellent estimate of the MSE of LASSO in large systems.
Next, we use the theoretical expression to examine the behaviors of MSEs under Type-C measurement
matrices. In Figure 8, we compare the MSEs of LASSO as a function of the regularization parameter λ
for the four cases depicted in Figure 7. The MSEs for Type-A and the i.i.d. Gaussian counterparts are
also plotted as references. As can be seen, Type-A setup always gives the best MSE result while the
i.i.d. Gaussian setup yields the worst MSE result. However, Type-A setup would not be always useful
if the corresponding size of the FFT operators is not available in some DSP chips. Also, we see that
Case-1 and Case-2 always have the same MSE behaviors. This finding motivates us to get the following
observation that can meet the same performance of Type-B matrix via concatenating orthonormal bases.
Observation 1: Consider Type-B measurement matrix with the column and row selection rates µ and ν.
The MSE of LASSO under this measurement matrix is identical to that under the horizontal concatenation
of Lc matrices where each matrix is from a partial orthonormal matrix with the column and row selection
rates µ and Lcν. For a meaningful construction, Lc should be subjected to Lcν ≤ 1.
To see an application of this observation, let us take two examples. First, consider Type-B measurement
matrix with µ = 1.0 and ν = 0.25. Applying Observation 1, we have that the MSE of LASSO under
the row-orthonormal measurement matrix is identical to that under the measurement matrix of A =
[A1,1 A1,2 A1,3 A1,4] with each A1,p being a square orthogonal matrix. This argument was also revealed
by [22]. It is noted that the columns of each A1,p are orthogonal so that there is no interference within
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Fig. 8. Average MSE against the regularization parameter λ for σ20 = 10−2 and ρx = 0.15, and that (a) α = 0.5/0.75 and
(b) α = 0.45/0.75. The dashed line is the MSE of the i.i.d. Gaussian setup, the solid line is the MSE of Type-A setup, and
the dotted lines are the MSE of Type-B setup with the selection rate µ = 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.01 (from bottom to top). Markers
correspond to the lowest MSE with respect to the regularization parameter.
each square orthogonal matrix. The interference resulting from the other sub-block of the measurement
matrix will degenerate the MSE performance. Therefore, we can infer that the matrix constructed by
concatenating many square orthonormal matrices should lose its advantage over the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix.
In other words, if the measurement ratio is small, i.e., M  N , the MSEs of LASSO under the row-
orthonormal measurement matrix and the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix should be comparable. This inference
also seems reasonable from the aspect of eigenvalue spectrum [26] that: when M  N , an i.i.d. Gaussian
matrix has approximately orthogonal rows and it behaves similar to a row-orthonormal matrix.
Next, let us consider another example that Type-B measurement matrix is with µ = 0.6 and ν = 0.3.
With Observation 1, we have that the MSE of LASSO under this measurement matrix is identical to that
under the measurement matrix of A = [A1,1 A1,2 A1,3] with each A1,p being a partial orthogonal matrix
with µ1,p = 0.6 and ν1,p = 0.9. In this case, the columns of each A1,p are not orthogonal any more
but nearly orthogonal. Therefore, we can expect some performance degeneration under this measurement
matrix. Finally, it is clear that Case-1 and Case-2 in Figure 8 have the same MSE behaviors but Case-2
has a better structure in the parallel computation and less requirement in the size of the FFT operator.
From Figure 8, we also observe that the measurement matrix constructed by vertical and horizontal
concatenation of several blocks, i.e., Case-4, has the worst performance among the structurally orthogonal
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matrices. As a matter of fact, if we continue to increase the number of concatenation blocks, then their
MSE performances will degrade accordingly. However, in any cases, they are at least as good as their
random i.i.d. Gaussian counterparts. This observation hence provides us another way to meet the random
i.i.d. Gaussian matrix via vertically and horizontally concatenating orthonormal bases.
Finally, comparing the four cases in Figure 8, we notice that if Type-A matrix is not available, Case-3
provides the best MSE result. This observation together with the previous experiments indicate that to
construct a measurement matrix aiming for a good MSE performance in LASSO formulation, one should
follow the example of Case-3. That is to say, first try to use a row-orthogonal matrix that can best fit the
dimension of the measurement matrix and then horizontally concatenate the remaining part.
V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the MSE performance of estimating a sparse vector through an undersampled
set of noisy linear transformations when the measurement matrix is constructed by concatenating several
randomly chosen orthonormal bases and LASSO formulation is adopted. Using the replica method in
conjunction with some novel matrix integration results, we derived the theoretical MSE result. Extensive
numerical experiments have illustrated excellent agreement with the theoretical result. Our numerical
results also revealed the fact that the structurally orthogonal matrices are at least as well performed as
the i.i.d. Gaussian matrices. In particular, we have made the following observations:
• Type-A matrices (or row-orthogonal matrices) have the best MSE performance out of all the other
types of structurally orthogonal matrices and is significantly better than the i.i.d. Gaussian matrices.
• The advantage of the row-orthogonal matrix over the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix is still preserved even
when a random set of columns is removed (which leads to a Type-B matrix). When increasing the
number of the removed columns, the MSE of LASSO degenerates to the case of the i.i.d. Gaussian
matrices. In particular, we have shown that the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of Type-B matrix
with small column selection rate converges to that of the i.i.d. Gaussian matrix.
• In addition, a measurement matrix obtained by orthogonal matrix constructions has fast computation
and facilitates parallel processing. For this purpose, we have provided a technique to meet the same
performance of Type-B matrix via horizontally concatenating orthogonal bases. Our argument is
more systematic than [22] and leads to much wider applications.
• On the other hand, we have shown that the measurement matrix constructed by vertical concatenation
of blocks usually gets the worst performance compared to the horizontal concatenation. However,
they are at least as good as their random i.i.d. Gaussian counterparts.
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As a consequence, we conclude that in addition to the ease of implementation, the structurally orthogonal
matrices are preferred for practical use in terms of their good estimation performance.
It was reported that orthogonal measurement matrices also enhance the signal reconstruction threshold
in the noisy setups when the optimal Bayesian recovery is used [45]. Promising future studies include
performance evaluation under the optimal Bayesian recovery and development of recovery algorithms
suitable for the structurally orthogonal matrices [11, 31, 46–48].
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
First, recall that we have rewritten the average free entropy Φ in (15) by using the replica identity.
Within the replica method, it is assumed that the limits of β,N →∞ and τ → 0 can be exchanged. We
therefore write
Φ = lim
τ→0
∂
∂τ
lim
β,N→∞
1
βN
log 〈〈Zτβ(y,A)〉〉y,A. (36)
We first evaluate 〈〈Zτβ(y,A)〉〉y,A for an integer-valued τ , and then generalize it for any positive real
number τ . In particular, given the partition function of (9), we obtain
Zτβ(y,A) =
∫
dx(1) · · · dx(τ)
(
τ∏
a=1
e−β‖x
(a)‖1
)
e
−∑τa=1 1σ2a ‖y−Ax(a)‖2 (37)
with σ2a = λ/β ≡ σ2. Using the τ -th moment of the partition function and P (y|x0) in (13), we have
〈〈Zτβ(y,A)〉〉y,A =
〈〈
1
(piσ20)
M
∫
dye
−∑τa=0 1σ2a ‖y−Ax(a)‖2〉〉
A,X
, (38)
where x(a) = vec([x(a)1 . . .x
(a)
Lc
]) with x(a)p being the a-th replica signal vector of xp, and X , {Xp,∀p}
with Xp , [x(0)p x(1)p · · · x(τ)p ]. The equality of (38) follows from the fact that x(a) is a random vector
taken from the input distribution P0(x) in (6) if a = 0 and Pβ(x) = e−β‖x‖1 otherwise, and σ2a = σ20 if
a = 0 and σ2a = σ
2 otherwise.
Before proceeding, we introduce the following preprocessing to deal with the cases in which Aq,p is
a randomly sampled orthogonal matrix (or, deleting row/columns independently). In particular, we find
that it is convenient to work with the enlarged orthogonal matrix A˜q,p ∈ CN×N with rows and columns
setting to zero rather removed [43]. For clarity, we use the following definition.
Definition 1: [43] A square matrix is called a diagonal projection matrix if its off-diagonal entries are
all zeros and its diagonal entries are zeros or ones.
Let Rq,p and Tq,p be N × N diagonal projection matrices, where the numbers of nonzero diagonal
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elements of Rq,p and Tq,p are Mq and Np, respectively. Therefore, we characterize each block by
A˜q,p = R
1
2
q,pWq,pT
1
2
q,p ∈ CN×N , (39)
where Wq,p is an N×N standard orthonormal matrix. Since {Wq,p} are independent standard orthonor-
mal matrices, the positions of nonzero elements of the diagonal projection matrices are irrelevant. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume that all the diagonal entries 1 of Rq,p and Tq,p appear first, i.e.,
Rq,p =
 IMq 0
0 0
 and Tq,p =
 INp 0
0 0
 , ∀p, q. (40)
Recall the Type-C matrix in Section II that the standard orthonormal matrix has been multiplied by√
Rq,p. The gain factor Rq,p can be included in Rq,p via a scaling factor. For notational convenience,
here, we do not use the expression of Rq,pRq,p but absorb Rq,p into Rq,p. Also, we enlarge xp and yq
to be N -dimensional vectors by zero padding. As a consequence, the input-output relationship of (1) can
be equivalently expressed as
|
y˜q
|

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,y˜
=

|
− A˜q,p −
|

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,A˜

|
xq
|

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,x˜
+σ0

|
wq
|

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,w˜
. (41)
Notice that all the following derivations are based on the enlarged system (41). Therefore, by abuse of
notation, we continue to write xp, yq, Aq,p, x, y, and A for x˜p ∈ CN , y˜q ∈ CN , A˜q,p ∈ CN×N ,
x˜ ∈ CNLc , y˜ ∈ CNLr , and A˜ ∈ CNLr×NLc , respectively.
Next, we introduce a random vector per block
v(a)q,p , T
1
2
q,px
(a)
p ∈ CN , for a = 0, 1, . . . , τ. (42)
The covariance of v(a)q,p and v
(b)
q,p is a (τ + 1)× (τ + 1) Hermitian Qq,p with entries given by(
v(a)q,p
)H
v(b)q,p =
(
x(a)p
)H
Tq,p
(
x(b)p
)
, N [Qq,p]a,b. (43)
For ease of exposition, we further write V , {v(a)q,p ,∀a, b, k}, W , {Wq,p, ∀q, p}, and Q , {Qq,p,∀q, p}.
Now, we return to the calculation of (38). In (38), the expectations introduce iterations between x and
A. However, the resulting iterations depend only on the covariance as those shown in (43). Therefore, it
is useful to separate the expectation over X into an expectation over all possible covariance Q and all
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possible X configurations with respect to a prescribed set of Q by introducing a δ-function. As a result,
(38) can be rewritten as
〈〈Zτβ(y,A)〉〉y,A =
〈〈
eβNG(τ)(Q)
〉〉
X
=
∫
eβNG
(τ)(Q)µ(τ)(dQ), (44)
where
G(τ)(Q) , 1
βN
log
〈〈
1
(piσ20)
M
∏Lr
q=1
∫
dyqe
−∑τa=0 1σ2a
∥∥∥∥yq−∑Lcp=1 R 12q,pWq,pv(a)q,p∥∥∥∥2〉〉
W
, (45)
and
µ(τ)(dQ) ,
〈〈∏Lr
q=1
∏Lc
p=1
∏τ
0≤a≤b δ
(
x
(a)H
p Tq,px
(b)
p −N [Qq,p]a,b
)〉〉
X
dQ. (46)
Next, we focus on the calculations of (45) and (46), respectively.
Let us first consider (45). Integrating over yq’s in (45) by applying Lemma 1 yields
G(τ)(Q) = 1
βN
log
〈〈∏Lr
q=1 e
−tr
((∑Lc
p=1 R
1
2
q,pWq,pVq,p
)
Σ
(∑Lc
p=1 R
1
2
q,pWq,pVq,p
)H)〉〉
W
−ν
β
log
(
1 + τ
σ20
σ2
)
,
(47)
where
Σ , 1
σ2(σ2 + τσ20)
 τσ2 −σ21Tτ
−σ21τ (σ2 + τσ20)Iτ − σ201τ1Tτ
 . (48)
Next, we consider (46). Through the inverse Laplace transform of δ-function, we can show that
µ(τ)(Q) = e−βNR
(τ)(Q)+O(1), (49)
where R(τ)(Q) is the rate measure of µ(τ)(Q) and is given by [39]
R(τ)(Q) =
Lr∑
q=1
Lc∑
p=1
max
Q˜q,p
{
1
β
tr
(
Q˜q,pQq,p
)
− 1
βN
log
〈〈
etr(Q˜q,pX
H
p Tq,pXp)
〉〉
Xp
}
(50)
with Q˜q,p ∈ C(τ+1)×(τ+1) being a symmetric matrix and Q˜ , {Q˜q,p,∀q, p}. Inserting (49) into (44) yields
1
βN
∫
eβN(G(τ)(Q)−R(τ)(Q))+O(1)dQ. Therefore, as β,N → ∞, the integration over Q can be performed
via the saddle point method, yielding
lim
β,N→∞
1
βN
log 〈〈Zτβ(y,A)〉〉y,A = maxQ
[
G(τ)(Q)−R(τ)(Q)
]
. (51)
Substituting (47) and (50) into (51), we arrive the free entropy (36) at the saddle-point asymptotic
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approximation
Φ = lim
τ→0
∂
∂τ
Extr
Q,Q˜
{
Φ(τ)
}
, (52)
where Φ(τ) , Φ(τ)1 + Φ
(τ)
2 + Φ
(τ)
3 + Φ
(τ)
4 and
Φ
(τ)
1 ,
1
βN
log
〈〈∏Lr
q=1 e
−tr
((∑Lc
p=1 R
1
2
q,pWq,pVq,p
)
Σ
(∑Lc
p=1 R
1
2
q,pWq,pVq,p
)H)〉〉
W
, (53a)
Φ
(τ)
2 , −
ν
β
log
(
1 + τ
σ20
σ2
)
, (53b)
Φ
(τ)
3 ,
1
βN
Lr∑
q=1
Lc∑
p=1
log
〈〈
etr(Q˜q,pX
H
p Tq,pXp)
〉〉
Xp
, (53c)
Φ
(τ)
4 , −
1
β
Lr∑
q=1
Lc∑
p=1
tr
(
Q˜q,pQq,p
)
. (53d)
The saddle-points can be obtained by seeking the points of zero gradient of Φ(τ) with respect to Q and
Q˜.
A.1 Replica Symmetry Equations
Rather than searching for the saddle-points over general forms of Q and Q˜, we invoke the following
hypothesis: The dependence on the replica indices would not affect the physics of the system because
replicas have been introduced artificially for the convenience of the expectation operators over y and A.
It therefore seems natural to assume replica symmetry (RS),5 i.e.,
Qq,p =
 rq,p mq,p1Tτ
mq,p1τ (Qq,p − qq,p)Iτ + qq,p1τ1Tτ
 , (54)
Q˜q,p =
 0 m˜q,p1Tτ
m˜q,p1τ (Q˜q,p − q˜q,p)Iτ + q˜q,p1τ1Tτ
 . (55)
This RS has been widely accepted in statistical physics [34] and used in the field of information/communications
theory, e.g., [12, 14, 20–22, 24, 30, 31, 35–41].
5It is natural to set [Q˜q,p]0,0 = r˜q,p similar to that of [Qq,p]0,0. It turns out that when τ = 0, we get r˜q,p = 0. Therefore, to
simplify notation, we set r˜q,p = 0 at the beginning. In addition, it is natural to let mq,p and m˜q,p be complex-valued variables.
We will find that the whole exponents will depend only on the real part of mq,p, and m˜q,p turns out to be a real-valued variable.
Therefore, we let mq,p and m˜q,p be real-valued variables at the beginning.
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By Lemma 2, we can show that for the RS of (54), the eigenvalues of ΣQq,p are given by6
λ0(ΣQq,p) = 0, (56a)
λ1(ΣQq,p) =
(Qq,p − qq,p) + τ(rq,p − 2mq,p + qq,p)
σ2 + τσ20
, (56b)
λa(ΣQq,p) =
Qq,p − qq,p
σ2
, for a = 2, . . . , τ. (56c)
Write Vq,pΣVHq,p = V˜q,pV˜
H
q,p, where V˜q,p ,
[
v˜
(0)
q,p v˜
(1)
q,p · · · v˜(τ)q,p
]
is an N × (τ + 1) orthogonal matrix.
Recall the covariance matrix of VHq,pVq,p defined in (43). From the linear algebra, one can easily obtain
that v˜(a)q,p is a vector with length Nλa(ΣQq,p) for a = 0, 1, . . . , τ . Applying Lemma 3 to (53a), we get
Φ
(τ)
1 =
Lr∑
q=1
Hq
({
(Qq,p − qq,p) + τ(rq,p − 2mq,p + qq,p)
σ2 + τσ20
})
+ (τ − 1)Hq
({
Qq,p − qq,p
σ2
})
, (57)
where
Hq({xq,p}) , Extr{Γq,p}

(
Lc∑
p=1
Γq,pxq,p − log Γq,pxq,p − 1
)
− νq log
(
1 +
Lc∑
p=1
Rq,p
Γq,p
)+O
(
1
N
)
. (58)
The solution to the extremization problem in (58), denoted by {Γ?q,p}, enforces the condition
Γ?q,p −
1
xq,p
= −∆q,p
xq,p
, (59)
where
∆q,p , νq
Rq,p
Γ?q,p
1 +
∑Lc
l=1
Rq,l
Γ?q,l
. (60)
Next, we focus the RS calculation of (53c). Substituting the RS form for Q˜q,p in (54) and the definition
of Tq,p in (40) into (53c), we obtain
Φ
(τ)
3 =
1
βN
log
〈〈∏Lc
p=1 e
tr(vec(Xp)H(
∑Lr
q=1(Q˜q,p⊗Tq,p))vec(Xp))
〉〉
X
=
1
βN
log
〈〈∏Lc
p=1 e
Nµp(|∑τa=1√q˜px(a)p |2+∑τa=1(2m˜pRe{(x(a)p )∗x(0)p }+(Q˜p−q˜p)|x(a)p |2))〉〉
X
, (61)
6The calculation of the eigenvalues can be obtained by using Lemma 2 for Σ and Qq,p, which is rather laborious but
straightforward. For readers’ convenience, we detail the calculation in Appendix B.
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where 
Q˜p ,
Lr∑
q=1
Q˜q,p,
q˜p ,
Lr∑
q=1
q˜q,p,
m˜p ,
Lr∑
q=1
m˜q,p.
(62)
Then we decouple the first quadratic term in the exponent of (61) by using the Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation (Lemma 1) and introducing the auxiliary vector zp, to rewrite (61) as
1
βN
log
〈〈 ∫ ∏Lc
p=1 Dzp e
Nµp((
∑τ
a=1
√
q˜px(a)p )
∗
zp+z∗p(
∑τ
a=1
√
q˜px(a)p )+
∑τ
a=1(2m˜pRe{(x(a)p )∗x(0)p }−(q˜p−Q˜p)|x(a)p |2))
〉〉
X
=
1
βN
log
Lc∏
p=1
〈〈 ∫
Dzp
(∫
dxp e
−Nµp((q˜p−Q˜p)|xp|2−2Re{x∗p(m˜px(0)p +
√
q˜pzp)}+β|xp|)
)τ 〉〉
x
(0)
p
, (63)
where the equality follows from the fact that x(a) is a random vector taken from the input distribution
Pβ(x) = e
−β‖x‖1 if a 6= 0. Lastly, using (54) and (55) into (53d), we obtain
Φ
(τ)
4 = −
1
β
Lr∑
q=1
Lc∑
p=1
(
2τmq,pm˜q,p − τ(Qq,p − qq,p)q˜q,p − τQq,p(q˜q,p − Q˜q,p) + τ2qq,pq˜q,p
)
. (64)
Recall that we have denoted σ2 = λ/β. Before proceeding, we introduce the rescaled variables as
χq,p = β(Qq,p − qq,p),
Qˆq,p = (q˜q,p − Q˜q,p)/β,
χˆq,p = q˜q,p/β
2,
mˆq,p = m˜q,p/β,
(65)
and we define Qˆp ,
∑Lr
q=1 Qˆq,p, χˆp ,
∑Lr
q=1 χˆq,p, mˆp ,
∑Lr
q=1 mˆq,p. Using these variables into (57),
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(63), (64), we obtain
Φ
(τ)
1 =
Lr∑
q=1
Hq
({
χq,p + τβ(rq,p − 2mq,p + qq,p)
λ+ τβσ20
})
+ (τ − 1)Hq
({χq,p
λ
})
, (66)
Φ
(τ)
3 =
1
βN
log
∫ Lc∏
p=1
Dzp
〈〈(
φ(xp; Qˆp, mˆpx
(0)
p +
√
χˆpzp, βNµp)
)τ 〉〉
x
(0)
p
, (67)
Φ
(τ)
4 = −
Lr∑
q=1
Lc∑
p=1
(
2τmq,pm˜q,p + τχq,pχˆq,p − τQq,pQˆq,p + τ2βχˆq,pqq,p
)
, (68)
where we have defined
φ(x; a, b, c) ,
∫
dx e−c(a|x|
2−2Re{b∗x}+|x|). (69)
Substituting (66)–(68) into (52), taking the derivative of Φ(τ) with respect to τ , and letting τ → 0, we
find Φ = Φ1 + Φ2 + Φ3 + Φ4, where
Φ1 ,
Lr∑
q=1
Lc∑
p=1
(
(rq,p − 2mq,p +Qq,p)
λ
− σ
2
0χq,p
λ2
)(
Γ?q,p −
λ
χq,p
)
+
Lr∑
q=1
1
β
Hq
({χq,p
λ
})
, (70a)
Φ2 , −νσ
2
0
λ
, (70b)
Φ3 ,
1
βN
∫ Lc∏
p=1
Dzp
〈〈
log φ
(
xp; Qˆp, mˆpx
(0)
p +
√
χˆpzp, βNµp
)〉〉
x
(0)
p
, (70c)
Φ4 ,
Lc∑
p=1
Lr∑
q=1
(Qq,pQˆq,p − χq,pχˆq,p − 2mq,pmˆq,p). (70d)
In (70a), we have used the fact that qq,pβ(Qq,p−qq,p) =
Qq,p−(Qq,p−qq,p)
β(Qq,p−qq,p) →
Qq,p
χq,p
as β → ∞. Also, we have
used the following result
∂Hq({xq,k})
∂xq,p
∣∣∣∣
xq,p=
χq,p
λ
= Γ?q,p −
λ
χq,p
, (71)
where the equality follows directly from taking the derivative of Hq in (58). Notice that when substituting
xq,p =
χq,p
λ into (59), we get
Γ?q,p −
λ
χq,p
= −∆q,pλ
χq,p
. (72)
This identity will be used later to simplify some expressions. Also, as β →∞, 1βHq
({χq,p
λ
})→ 0 and
Φ2 → 0.
Now, recall that we have to search Q and Q˜ which achieve the extremal condition in (52). With the
RS assumption, we only have to determine {χˆq,p, Qˆq,p, mˆq,p, }, which can be obtained by equating the
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partial derivatives of Φ(τ) to zeros, i.e.,
∂Φ(τ)
∂χq,p
=
∂Φ(τ)
∂Qq,p
=
∂Φ(τ)
∂mq,p
, ∀q, p, (73)
and then letting τ → 0. Evaluating these calculations, we obtain
Qˆq,p =
∆q,p
χq,p
, (74a)
χˆq,p =
Lc∑
r=1
(
mseq,r
λ
− σ
2
0χq,r
λ2
)
Γ′q,p,r +
mseq,p
χ2q,p
− σ
2
0
λ
(1−∆q,p)
χq,p
, (74b)
Qˆq,p = mˆq,p, (74c)
where Γ′q,p,r , ∂Γ?q,p/∂χq,r and
mseq,p , rq,p − 2mq,p +Qq,p. (75)
Following [22], the expression of Γ′q,p,r can be obtained via the inverse function theory
Γ′q =
[
∂(χq,1, . . . , χq,Lc)
∂(Γ?q,1, . . . ,Γ
?
q,Lc
)
]−1
, (76)
where ∂(χq,1,...,χq,Lc )∂(Γ?q,1,...,Γ?q,Lc )
is the Jacobian matrix with its (i, j)th element being
∂χq,i
∂Γ?q,j
=
∂
∂Γ?q,j
λ(1−∆q,i)
Γ?q,i
= −λ
(
(1−∆q,i)
Γ?2q,i
δi,j +
1
Γ?q,i
∂∆q,i
∂Γq,j
)
= −λ
(
(1− 2∆q,i)
Γ?2q,i
δi,j +
1
νq
∆q,i
Γ?q,i
∆q,j
Γ?q,j
)
, (77)
where the first equality follows from (71). In addition, Γ′q can be explicitly obtained by applying the
matrix inverse lemma. Specifically, we have
Γ′q,p,r = [Γ
′
q]p,r =
1
λ
 1
νq
∆q,p∆q,rΓq,pΓq,r
(1− 2∆q,p)(1− 2∆q,r)
(
1 +
Lc∑
l=1
1
νq
∆2q,l
1− 2∆q,l
)−1
− Γ
2
q,r
1− 2∆q,r δp,r
 . (78)
To get more explicit expressions for mseq,p and χq,p, let us simplify Φ3 in (70c). As β → ∞, we
obtain
1
βN
log φ(xp; Qˆp, mˆpx
(0)
p +
√
χˆpzp, βNµp) = µp min
xp
{
mˆp|xp|2 − x∗pyp − y∗pxp + |xp|
}
, (79)
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where we have used yp = mˆpx
(0)
p +
√
χˆpzp and have used the identity Qˆq,p = mˆq,p in (74c) to simplify
the result. The optimal solution xˆp in (79) is given by (see [6, Lemma V.1] for a derivation)
xˆp =
(|yp| − 12)+ yp|yp|
mˆp
. (80)
If we substitute the optimal solution (80) into (79), we get
(79) = −µp
(|yp| − 12)2
mˆp
I{|yp|> 12} = −µpG(yp; mˆp), (81)
where we have defined
G(y;A) =
(|y| − 12)2
A
I{|y|> 1
2
}. (82)
Notice that x(0)p and zp are standard Gaussian random vectors with i.i.d. entries for all p. Therefore,
let Z denote the standard Gaussian random random variable. Then (70c) turns out to be
Φ3 = −
Lc∑
p=1
µp
〈〈
G
(
Z
√
χˆp + mˆ2p; mˆp
)〉〉
Z
. (83)
To deal with the partial derivatives of Φ3, let us first define
gc(ζ) , ζe−
1
4ζ −
√
piζQ
(
1√
2ζ
)
, (84)
g´c(ζ) , e−
1
4ζ −
√
pi
4ζ
Q
(
1√
2ζ
)
. (85)
Following the manipulations as those in [21, (350)–(353)], we have the following useful identities:
〈〈G(Z√ζ;A)〉〉Z =
1
A
∫
|z|>1/2
(
|z| − 1
2
)2 1
piζ
e−
1
ζ
|z|2dz =
gc(ζ)
A
, (86)
and
∂gc(ζ)
∂x
=
(
∂ζ
∂x
)
g´c(ζ). (87)
After assessing the partial derivatives of Φ (or more precisely Φ3 + Φ4 ) with respect to the variables
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{mˆq,p, Qˆq,p, χˆq,p}, we obtain
mq,p = µp ρxg´c(mˆ
2
p + χˆp), (88a)
Qq,p = µp
(
1− ρx
mˆ2p
gc(χˆp) +
ρx
mˆ2p
gc(mˆ
2
p + χˆp)
)
, (88b)
χq,p = µp
(
1− ρx
mˆp
g´c(χˆp) +
ρx
mˆp
g´c(mˆ
2
p + χˆp)
)
. (88c)
In addition, directly from the definition of Qq,p in (43), we have rq,p = µpρx. Substituting rq,p and (74)
into (75), we obtain mseq,p. Notice that mq,p, Qq,p, χq,p and mseq,p are irrelevant to index q. We denote
mp = mq,p, Qp = Qq,p, χp = χq,p, and msep = mseq,p for clarity.
Combining the definition in (60), the result in (78), and all the coupled equations in (74) and (88),
we get the result in Proposition 1. Notice that in Proposition 1, we have used the rescaled variable
Γ?q,p/λ→ Γ?q,p for the sake of notational simplicity.
APPENDIX B: EIGENVALUES OF THE MATRIX ΣQq,p
Applying Lemma 2 to Σ and Qq,p, we get
ΣQq,p = U
 B1,1 0
0 B2,2
UH , (89)
where
B1,1 =
1
σ2 + τσ20
 τ(rq,p −m∗q,p) √τ(τ(mq,p − qq,p)− (Qq,p − qq,p))
−√τ(rq,p −m∗q,p) −τ(mq,p − qq,p)− (Qq,p − qq,p)
 , (90a)
B2,2 =
Qq,p − qq,p
σ2
Iτ−1. (90b)
It is easy to see that the rows of B1,1 are linearly dependent, and the eigenvalues are
rq,p−mq,p−m∗q,p+qq,p
σ2+τσ20
and 0. Therefore, the eigenvalues of ΣQq,p are in the form of (56).
APPENDIX C: MATHEMATICAL TOOLS
For readers’ convenience, we provide some mathematical tools needed in this appendix.
Lemma 1: (Gaussian Integral and Hubbard-Stratonovich Transformation) Let z and b be N -dimensional
real vectors, and A an M ×M positive definite matrix. Then
1
piN
∫
dze−z
HAz+zHb+bHz =
1
det(A)
eb
HA−1b. (91)
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Using this equation from right to left is usually called the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation.
Lemma 2: For a matrix
A =
 A1,1 A1,21Tτ
A∗1,21τ A2,2Iτ + 1τ1Tτ
 ∈ C(τ+1)×(τ+1), (92)
the eigen-decomposition of the matrix is given by [49]
A = U

A1,1
√
τA1,2 0 0 . . . 0
√
τA∗1,2 A2,2 + τ 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 A2,2 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 A2,2 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 0 . . . A2,2

UH , (93)
where U = [u0 u1 · · ·uτ ] denotes a (τ+1)-dimensional orthonormal basis composed of u0 = [1 0 0 · · · 0]T ,
u1 = [0 τ
−1/2 τ−1/2 · · · τ−1/2]T and τ − 1 orthonormal vectors u2,u3, . . . ,uτ , which are orthogonal to
both u0 and u1.
Lemma 3: Let {xp : p = 1, . . . , L} be a set of vectors that satisfy ‖xp‖2 = Nxp for some non-
negative real values {xp}, {Wp ∈ CN×N : p = 1, . . . , L} be a set of independent Haar measure of
random matrices, and {Rp} be a set of positive-semidefinite matrices. Define
H({xp}) = 1
N
log
〈〈
e
− 1
σ2
∥∥∥∥∑Lp=1 R 12p Wpxp∥∥∥∥2〉〉
{Wp}
. (94)
Then for large N , we have
H({xp}) = Extr{Γp}

L∑
p=1
(Γpxp − log Γpxp − 1)− 1
N
log det
IN + L∑
p=1
1
σ2Γp
Rp
+O(1/N). (95)
This lemma extends [22, Lemma 1] to deal with the formula of (94) when Rp 6= IN and {Wp} are the
Haar measure of complex random matrices.
Proof: This lemma can be obtained by following the steps of [22, Lemma 1] with some variations
in order to adopt it to our setting.
From the definition of Wp and xp, the vector up = Wpxp can be considered to be uniformly distributed
on a surface of a sphere with radius
√
Nxp for each p. Then the joint probability density function (pdf)
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of {up} is given by
P ({up}) = 1
Z
L∏
p=1
δ
(‖up‖2 −Nxp)
=
1
Z
∫ L∏
p=1
(
dΓp
1
2pij
e−Γp(‖up‖
2−Nxp)
)
, (96)
where Z is the normalization factor and {Γp} is a set of complex numbers. The normalization factor is
given by
Z =
∫ L∏
p=1
(
dΓpdup
1
2pij
e−Γp(‖up‖
2−Nxp)
)
. (97)
Using the Gaussian integration formula (i.e., Lemma 1) with respect to up, the normalization factor
becomes
Z =
∫ L∏
p=1
(
dΓp
piN
2pij
eN(Γpxp−log Γp)
)
. (98)
Since we are interested in the large N analysis, the saddle-point method can further simplify the
normalization factor to the form
1
N
logZ =
L∑
p=1
Extr
Γp
{Γpxp − log Γp}+ log pi +O(1/N)
=
L∑
p=1
(1 + log xp) + log pi +O(1/N), (99)
where the second equality is obtained by solving the extremization problem.
Next, we deal with the calculation of H by writting
H =
1
N
log
〈〈
e
− 1
σ2
∥∥∥∥∑Lp=1 R 12q,pWpxp∥∥∥∥2〉〉
{Wp}
=
1
N
log
∫ L∏
p=1
dupP ({up})e
− 1
σ2
∥∥∥∥∑Lp=1 R 12q,pup∥∥∥∥2
 , (100)
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where the second equality follows from the definition of the joint pdf of {up}. Applying the Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation (Lemma 1) together with the expressions (96) and (99) to the above provides
H =
1
N
log
∫  L∏
p=1
dΓpe
NΓpxp
∫ dze−σ2zHz × ∫ L∏
p=1
dup e
−ΓpuHp up+jzH(R
1
2
q,pup)−j(R
1
2
q,pup)Hz

+ log
σ2
pi
− 1
N
logZ. (101)
Using the Gaussian integration repeatedly with respect to {up} and z yields
H =
1
N
log
∫  L∏
p=1
dΓpe
N(Γpxp−log Γp)
∫ dz e−zH(σ2IN+∑Lp=1 1ΓpRp)z
+ log
σ2
pi
−
L∑
p=1
(1 + log xp)
=
1
N
log
∫  L∏
p=1
dΓp
 e∑Lp=1 N(Γpxp−log Γp)−log det(σ2IN+∑Lp=1 1ΓpRp)
+ log σ2 −
L∑
p=1
(1 + log xp)
= Extr
{Γp}

L∑
p=1
(Γpxp − log Γp)− 1
N
log det
σ2IN + L∑
p=1
1
Γp
Rp

+ log σ2 −
L∑
p=1
(1 + log xp) +O(1/N)
= Extr
{Γp}

L∑
p=1
(Γpxp − log Γpxp − 1)− 1
N
log det
IN + L∑
p=1
1
σ2Γp
Rp
+O(1/N), (102)
where the third equality is obtained by applying the saddle-point method.
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